How function arises from structure is of interest in many fields from proteomics to neuroscience. In particular, among the brain research community the fusion of structure and function data can shed new lights on underlying operational network principles in the brain. Targeting this issue, the manuscript proposes a constrained autoregressive model generating "effective" connectivity given structural and functional information. In practice, an initial structural connectivity representation is altered according to functional data, by minimizing the reconstruction error of an autoregressive model constrained by the structural prior. The proposed model has been tested in a community detection framework, where the brain is partitioned using the effective networks across multiple subjects. The model is further validated in a case-control experiment, which aims at differentiating healthy subjects from young patients affected by autism spectrum disorder. Results showed that using effective connectivity resulted in clusters that better describe the functional interactions between different regions while maintaining the structural organization, and a better discrimination in the case-control classification task.
ferent brain regions and the structural network highlighted us-25 ing tractography can convey useful information about brain un-26 derlying principles. While in Vincent et al. [4] and Fukushima 27 et al. [5] it has been shown there is a significant overlap be-28 tween neuroanatomical connections and correlations of brain 29 functional signals, it is yet to be understood how whole-brain 30 network interacts during a specific task or at rest. Among other 31 networks, the default mode network (DMN) [6] , which is a set 32 of brain regions more active during rest relative to a goal di-33 rected task, has emerged for its possible role in allocating at-34 tention, self-referential processing, and memory. A predictive 35 framework based on multiple sparse linear regression has been 36 used to predict functional series from structural data [7, 8] , and 37 a model called the "virtual brain" has been designed to simulate 38 brain activity in injured and healthy subjects [9] . With the aim 39 to highlight the relationships between function and structural 40 connectivity, a different approach relies on a Bayesian frame-41 work to estimate the functional connectivity using a structural 42 graph as a prior [10] . More recently, some approaches model-43 ing nodal activity as Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes have been 44 proposed. More specifically, those approaches obtain causal 45 structures combining those processes to l 1 minimization [11] , 46 prior knowledge related to rich-clubs [12], or differences be-47 tween task-based and resting-state sequences [13] . However, 48 results generating functional connectivity from structural infor-49 mation have been so far challenging, due to the fact that cer-50 tain high correlations appear between brain regions not directly 51 linked by structural connections. Another approach based on 52 causal graphs has proposed to use the notion of an external in-53 tervention that actively perturbs the system defined by the brain 54 region connectome [14] . of structural connectivity and functional time-series aims at rep-114 resenting an effective brain connectivity, addressing a whole 115 brain analysis thanks to the sparse representation of the con-116 nectivity matrix. The validation of the proposed method has 117 been performed first by looking in a reduced subset of areas 118 related to the DMN, testing the quality of results in a typical 119 brain community detection framework, using a recently devel-120 oped technique based on group-wise spectral clustering [27] , 121 and a classification task aiming at discriminate autistic and typ-122 ically developing children [28] . This investigation allowed to 123 validate the hypothesis that clustering the brain using the effec-124 tive connectivity matrix retrieved with CMAR, while preserv-125 ing the structural partitioning, it also optimizes the graph cut 126 minimizing the loss of functional interactions. The classifica-127 tion task between autistic and typically developing subjects also 128 improved. This shows the benefits of using effective connectiv-129 ity to study the modular organization of the human brain in both 130 healthy and diseased populations.
More in details, a multivariate autoregressive model of or-133 der n (MAR(n)) is a stochastic process defining r variables y(t) 134 as linearly dependent on their own previous values and on a 135 stochastic term:
where the r-by-r coefficient matrices A i are the model param-137 eters and is the additive Gaussian noise. The weight matri-138 ces A i describe the linear dependencies between the r time-139 series [y 1 , . . . , y r ], therefore, they can be intended as functional 140 connectivity matrix at different time lags. The aim of the pro-141 posed method is to infer a functional connectivity justified by 142 the structural connectivity, so that the functional activity of the 143 brain can be described only using the direct physical connec-144 tions between the brain regions.
145
To obtain this result, we resort to a set of constraints on the 146 above MAR model, which force the MAR model to only fit the 147 parameters associated to existing structural connections. In this 148 way the signal in a brain region is described by a linear com-149 bination of the function of structurally connected regions only. 150 Moreover, to avoid negative correlations between the regions 151 only a non-negative reconstruction is allowed. Formally these 152 two constrains can be expressed as:
where denotes the Hadamard or element-wise product, and B is an indicator matrix of the structural connectivity A init :
This B matrix is used as a structural bias into the model, con-154 straining each A i to have zero elements where no structural con-155 nectivity appears. 156 2 Given an initial structural connectivity matrix A init and the functional signal in a column-vector y for all T time-frames, an effective connectivity matrix can be determined minimizing a reconstruction error of the MAR model in eq. (1) subject to the structural constraint in eq. (2) as follows:
(3)
The effective connectivity matrix is therefore the matrix A i Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disor-282 der characterized by repetitive, restricted behavior and deficits 283 in communication and social interactions [38] . Many aspects 284 of ASD are still unclear, and the discrimination from typically 285 developing (TD) subjects by using medical imaging is still a 286 challenging task [39] . Nevertheless, connectome-based clas-287 sifiers for ASD and TD individuals have been recently intro-288 duced also characterizing local and global graph theoretical 289 metrics of structural and functional networks [40] . A recent 290 study has also compared functional connections of individual 291 affected by ASD, Schizophrenia and attention deficit disorders 292 versus TD [39] .
293
To test the descriptive power of the effective connectivity 294 computed using the proposed approach we carried out a classifi-295 cation task using a linear support vector machine (SVM) to dis-296 criminate between ASD and TD individuals from the ABIDE-II 297 dataset [38] . We used both the original structural connectomes 298 and the effective connectomes obtained with first and second or-299 der MAR models, evaluating how the embedding of functional 300 information on structural connectomes produces a graph bet-301 ter describing the intrinsic characteristic of both functional and 302 structural brain interactions. As features we used the vectorized 303 matrices, and for the case of MAR(2) the two weight matrices 304 were vectorized and concatenated. 305 We used both the structural and the effective matrices in a 306 leave-one-out classification pipeline to verify on a case-control 307 study whether the embedding of functional information in the 308 structural connectivity can bring some information on the over-309 all brain organization, hence, on the pathology characterization. 310 We investigated the most significant connections obtained 311 from the SVM discrimination. Those are the weights larger 312 than the 95-th percentile or smaller than the 5-st percentile of a 313 random weight distribution representing the null hypothesis, as 314 depicted in Figure 3 (d-f). The null hypothesis SVM weights are 315 obtained by performing 1000 random permutations of the labels 316 of the two groups. Notice that the most discriminating connec-317 tions of the MAR model are are very different from those de-318 termined with structural connectomes. Figure 3 (d-f) show the 319 whole spectrum for the averaged SVM weights respectively for 320 the structural, effective MAR(1) and functional connectomes. 321 It is noticeable that the weights for the MAR cases are larger 322 than those related to the original structural connections, and 323 the weights related to the functional data are more numerous. 324 The detected connections using the structural data comprised 325 spread ipsilateral connections in agreement with previous stud-326 ies [41, 42] . The detected functional connections are also con-327 firming former results obtained by using another dataset [39] . 328 For instance, the connection between the left frontal pole and 329 the right central gyrus. As well as the left inferior frontal gyrus 330 and the right inferior temporal gyrus. The "effective" detected 331 connections partially resemble the detected structural and the 332 functional connections. Interestingly, these detected features 333 Figure 2 : Example of initial structural connectivity matrix (a) and final effective connectivity matrix (b) for the same subject. Each row and column represents one of the 264 ROIs in which the brain is partitioned. Observing the resulting connectivity matrices, as expected, the effective connectivity resulted to be composed of a subset of the structural connections though proportionally stronger. An alternative representations of the graph connections is given in the supplementary material using chord diagrams. Axial view of joint spectral clustering using k=8 is depicted in (c) for the original structural joint eigenspace, and (d) on the joint eigenspace given by effective connectivity matrices. The ROIs highlighed in the connectivity matrices follow the color-code listed on top, where the initial areas are considered as "uncertain" and therefore not enclosed by squares [30] . It has to be noted that the color-code not necessarily match the identified clusters in (c) and (d) as these are the result of clustering. The difference is probably related to the fact that some ROIs are very small compared to the others and therefore merged. The resulting connectivity matrices as the one in (b) and the related clustering (d) are not only sparser than the original, they also lead to better reconstruction of the functional data as shown in the other figures: Subfigure (e) depicts the reconstruction error of CMAR model (only 20 random subjects shown) after converging to the effective connectivity (green circles) or according to block-wise MAR based on the structural communities (red squares) and the effective communities (blue crosses). The lower the better. While subfigure (f) depicts the functional segregation of clusters using the effective communities (green dots) or structural communities (black stars). The higher the better.
are even more in agreement with the discriminant features iden-334 tified in previous studies. As the ectopic connectivity of pre- To estimate the connectome communities, a large dataset ob-567 tained by the F1000 connectomes initiative was used. This 568 comprised 200 right-handed healthy subjects from the Nathan 569 Kline Institute-Rockland dataset [31], and publicly available 570 at the url http://fcon 1000.projects.nitrc.org/. For each sub-571 ject, resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI), diffusion tensor imaging 572 (DTI) and T1 have been acquired by using a Siemens (Munich, 573 Germany) Magnetom scanner and co-registered. FMRI data 574 were acquired using a 3 Tesla scanner, with TR/TE times as 575 1.4s/30ms, flip angle 65 • , and isotropic voxel size of 2 mm; re-576 sulting in resting-state time series 10 minutes long, where sub-577 jects were asked to keep the eyes open. DTI volumes were ac-578 quired with a 1.5 Tesla scanner by using 35 gradient directions 579 and TR/TE 2.4ms/85ms, flip angle 90 • , and isotropic voxel-580 size of 2.5 mm. The T1 weighted MRI data were acquired with 581 the same scanner, using as TR/TE times 1.1s/4.38ms, flip angle 582 15 • , and isotropic voxel-size of 1 mm.
583

Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange II dataset 584
To perform the case-control classification task, the experi-585 ments have been performed on the San Diego State University 586 cohort of the ABIDE-II dataset publicly available [38] at the url 587 http://fcon 1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/abide II.html. Ex-588 cluding subjects with excessive motion or other imaging arti-589 facts, the final dataset included 26 ASD and 21 TD subjects. 590 For each subject, rs-fMRI, DTI and T1-weighted have been 591 acquired and co-registered. Imaging data were acquired on a 592 GE (Milwaukee, WI) 3T MR750 scanner. For a detailed de-593 scription of the experimental protocols refer to [38] . Briefly, 594 rs-fMRI volumes were acquired using a single-shot gradient-595 recalled, echo-planar pulse sequence, in one 6:10-minute eyes-596 open scan consisting of 185 whole brain volumes at TR/TE = 597 2s/30ms, flip angle 90 • , and isotropic 3.4 mm voxel-size. The 598 DTI volumes were acquired with a dual spin echo excitation us-599 ing TR/TE = 8.5s/84.9ms, flip angle 90 • , and 1.88×1.88×2mm 3 600 voxel-size. Total diffusion-weighted scan time was about 9 601 minutes. T1-weighted inversion recovery spoiled gradient echo 602 sequence were acquired at TR/TE = 8.1s/3,172ms, flip angle 603 8 • , and isotropic 1 mm voxel-size.
604
Pre-processing and Connectome construction 605 FMRI data have been pre-processed according to a standard 606 pipeline: motion correction, mean intensity subtraction, pass-607 band filtering with cutoff frequencies of [0.005-0.1 Hz] and 608 skull removal. To account for potential noise from physiologi-609 cal processes such as cardiac and respiratory fluctuations, nine 610 covariates of no interest have been identified for inclusion in 611 our analyses [48] . Spatial smoothing has been performed only 612 while averaging the voxels for the ROIs. Global signal has not 613 being regressed as in the given settings it would just add spuri-614 ous anticorrelations [49] . To further reduce the effects of mo-615 tion, compensation for frame-wise displacement has been car-616 ried out [50] . For both dataset, the DTI data have been cleaned 617 by eddy current interference, and the skull has been removed.
Linear registration has been applied between the Power atlas 619 [30] and the T1 reference volume by using linear registration 620 with 12 degrees of freedom. The Power atlas defines 264 func-621 tional ROIs. Each ROI is a 5mm sphere around a voxel of peak 622 significant activity during tasks. This atlas is considered one of 623 the most accurate for functional mapping [51] . 624 Tractographies for all subjects have been generated process- 
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The aim of the proposed method is to enforces the associa-638 tion between structural brain connectivity and functional brain 639 activation. To obtain this result we resort to a multivariate au- 
655
Given an initial structural connectivity matrix A init and the functional signal in a column-vector y for all r regions of interest and for all T time-frames, an effective connectivity matrix can be determined minimizing the reconstruction error in equation (3). More specifically, to fit the model parameters we used a gradient descent approach. The direction of the gradient can be computed for all matrices A j of a specified order as follows:
and the update rule is therefore A j = A j + η · ∂E/∂A j , where 656 η is the learning rate.
657
We generated the effective connectivity matrix for each sub-658 ject as outlined in Section Structurally constrained Autoregres-659 sive model, ranging over different MAR orders. The learning 660 rate parameter η was set empirically to optimize the conver-661 gence rate [54]. Figure A. 2 depicts the initial structural and re-662 sulting effective connectivity as chord diagrams which are an al-663 ternative representation of graphs to adjacency matrices. Figure 664 A.1 highlights the beneficial effect of using more time points 665 in the MAR model for the autism dataset [38] . As expected, 666 the higher the order of MAR model the better was the recon-667 struction error of the signal, though at some point the improve-668 ments were not worthwhile. In particular, it is visible that the 669 reconstruction error of MAR(2) is always significantly smaller 670 than MAR(1). However, in all our experiments, going beyond 671 order 2 did not improve the reconstruction error compared to 672 MAR(2). This is probably related to the type of signal. Indeed 673 BOLD signal in used fMRI recordings has a sampling rate that 674 compared to the underlying brain activity makes it useless to go 675 beyond two time steps.
676
Effective Brain Community Detection
677
To assess whether the proposed method produces an effective 678 connectivity information characterizing the structural connec-679 tivity enriched with functional information, a community de-680 tection analysis has been performed using a group-wise graph 681 clustering algorithm recently proposed in [27] both on the set 682 of structural connectivity matrices and on the effective connec-683 tivity matrices.
684
Given a set of connectivity matrices W = {W i } representing 685 undirected weighted graphs with positive weights, the normal-686 ized graph Laplacian is built as L i = D − 1 2 i (D i − W i )D − 1 2 i , where 687 D i is the diagonal degree matrix of W i . However, in general, the 688 connectivity matrices resulting from the above CMAR model 689 computed for each subject are asymmetric (i.e., edges are di-690 rected), thus, they have been converted to undirected graphs 691 aiming at maintaining the properties of the original graphs es-692 timated from CMAR. To this aim, a symmetrization based on 693 random walk was applied [55].
694
More specifically, given a directed graph M, the transition 695 matrix of the random walk can be defined as P = D −1 out M, 696 where D out is a diagonal matrix built using nodes' out-degree. 697 The symmetric graph can be therefore defined as M sym = 698 1 2 (ΠP + P Π), where Π is a the diagonal matrix which defines 699 9 plying spectral clustering on the smallest joint eigenvectors.
707
In order to decide the number of clusters, as usual in spec-708 tral clustering, we can look at the spectral gap of the mean 709 approximated eigenvalues. Figure A. 3 depicts mean approxi-710 mated eigenvalues where a gap between the 8th and 9th values 711 is visible.
712
The cluster functional separation (CFS) was defined as the average ratio between the intra-and inter-cluster crosscorrelation. as follows:
i< j∈C s w i j i< j∈C s w i j + i∈C s j∈C t C s w i j
where w i j is the functional cross-correlation of the time-series 713 for nodes i and j. 
